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What Chinese formats do international buyers want? 

The 10 most wanted Chinese shows of 2018

In 2018 Chinese broadcasters and producers want to sell “formats” to the rest of the
world. But what entertainment shows do they have to offer?

In this exclusive whitepaper, international research company TheWit presents the 10
most searched for Chinese shows of the year.

10 original Chinese shows from the last 12 months that stirred the most curiosity of a
sample of advanced international formats buyers, sellers and researchers: subscribers to
TheWit Fresh online database.

10 shows of interest for this core target group of experts that therefore could resonate
to the rest of the world.
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The long Chinese march to formats export is on! 

Over the past 10 years Chinese linear and online
broadcasters and producers have imported, aired and
already cancelled almost every entertainment format the
rest of the world rushed to sell them. Over 100 foreign
“formats” were licensed in China since 2010 – at a steady
rhythm of 20 new formats per year at its peak in 2014,
2015 and 2016 . But the market has moved over.

In 2017 only 8 localized versions of foreign entertainment
formats were aired in China (in comparison 24 foreign
non-scripted formats were adapted in the USA over the
same period).

The latest government rules for provincial satellite TV
broadcasters (which theoretically apply for online VoD
services) are strict: only 1 new foreign format per year is
authorized, not to be broadcast in primetime. A maximum
of 2 foreign formats in primetime per year per
broadcaster.

Chinese players observed and quickly concluded they can
also do well without importing foreign formats and savoir-
faire. Broadcasters and producers now favor 100%
Chinese creations or in some cases co-develop, co-create,
co-produce, co-operate, co-everything they want with

foreign partners as long as they keep control of the IP,
licensing formats as the rest of the world doesn’t seem to
suit Chinese players anymore. But that’s not all.

In 2018 Chinese broadcasters and producers are eager to
export their shows as “formats”. They’re researching,
training, structuring, testing, liasing, pitching, selling
sometimes even if most of them don’t contract
international format distributors. They are just at the
beginning of practicing and discovering this extra source of
revenue and influence. So far, only a handful of shows
(often co-created with international format experts) were
ever licensed to at least one foreign market after a world
premiere in China. Asian neighboring markets, even if not
very active in this field, made recent inroads abroad. With
“Ninja Warrior” Japan eventually found its iconic
international brand. And South Korea exported everything
they had in store (and even more) to China (until they had
to stop). The success story for Chinese formats has yet to
be written.

But before licensing formats, or exporting in any way tv
shows, the question is: what kind of shows Chinese
broadcasters and producers are creating and producing?
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Celebrity reality adventures and
competitions

33% of new Chinese entertainment shows
launched in 2017.

Celebrities doing any kind of things, travelling,
exploring, working, raising kids… inspired by
Korean shows which often told this kind of
stories

Chinese Restaurant, on Hunan Satellite
Channel from July 2017, is a good example:
celebrities running restaurants abroad.

The secret Chinese sauce: Singing with the stars! 

5 “genres” reign over Chinese entertainment

Talent competitions

33% of new Chinese entertainment shows
launched in 2017.

All kind of talent wanted: celebrities, ordinary
people, singing, dancing, acting, laughing,
cooking, businessing, inventing, reading,
anything…

The Rap of China, on IQiyi from June 2017, a
talent contest for hip hop, was the revelation
of the year.

Talent shows

Celebrities

Comedy, family, science
and culture

Copyright: Hunan Satellite Channel.

Copyright: IQiyi.
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Science & culture

Displaying scientific innovations, competitions and
shows valorizing Chinese national genius, heritage,
authors, texts, legends, culture and future.

In National Treasure, on CCTV1 from December
2017, celebrities showcase museum relics in
primetime.

The secret Chinese sauce: Singing with the stars! 

Comedy

A rising genre. Comedy games on steroids, comedic
battles, comedic roasts, sketches, competitions…

Rock’n Roast, on v.qq.com from August 2017 is a
good example: comedians battle in speeches.

Talent shows

Celebrities

Comedy, family, science
and culture

5 “genres” reign over Chinese entertainment

Family
Raising more than one kid in China through reality
shows with celebrities, light talk shows or family-
friendly game shows.

In Baby House, on Guizhou TV from February 2017,
families having problems educating their baby stay
in the "Baby House" for two days. Education and
health experts stay with the family to observe their
routine and spot the problems, and help them fix
them.
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China’s 10 most wanted “formats” of the year 

This selection is based on the most searched (by TheWit subscribers) new Chinese
entertainment shows listed in TheWit’s Fresh TV database launched between January
2017 and February 2018. Adaptations of foreign formats are not included, nor
localized rebranding of previously foreign formats.

According to TheWit subscribers

#1 - AI Mission (CCTV1) - Page 8

#2 - My Future (Hunan TV) - Page 9

#3 - Just For You (Hunan TV) - Page 10

#4 - MumMate Computer Date (Shenzhen TV) - Page 11

#5 - Wow! My Song! (Beijing TV) - Page 14

#6 -Who’s the King? (Dragon TV) - Page 16

#7 - Amazing Sofa (Jiangsu TV) - Page 17

#8 - Idea Show (Jiangsu TV) - Page 18

#9 - The Sound (Hunan TV) - Page 22

#10 - Birth of an Actor (Zhejiang TV) - Page 24
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Chinese Sciencetainment

First shown on CCTV1 in August 2017

Ranking as most searched Chinese show in The Wit FreshTV database 
over the period after being first shown to international format 
specialists at MIPCOM in October 17 during the FreshTV Formats 
conference. 

 AI is a hot theme for China: “scientainment” shows mixing popular 
science and entertainment burgeoned in 2017

 A man vs machine competition 

 Artificial Intelligence technology creators have their product 
compete against humans’ abilities : facial recognition, robot arms, 
poetry writing…

 Before each round, a panel of four celebrity commentators bet on 
the outcome of the test

Title #1: AI Mission
Broadcaster: CCTV1

A “supercop” tries to outperform a facial analysis system. 
Copyright: CCTV. 

Copyright: CCTV.
The celebrity panel. Copyright: CCTV.

Copyright: CCTV.
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Also in the Chinese Sciencetainment trend

First shown on Hunan TV in July 2017

Distributed by Iformats

 A tech-savvy variety show that aims to educate the public on the 
most advanced futuristic technologies. 

 2 scientists present their inventions over 2 rounds (show/convince)

 In the 3rd round both scientists showcase their vision of the future.

 Co-hosted by the AI creature Shaôpin who measures the emotional 
response of the audience throughout the episode: any heartbeat 
that exceeds 110 beats per minute during the show is counted as 1 
point by Shaôpin.

Title #2: My Future
Broadcaster: Hunan TV

Two engineers battle it out on stage in a friendly competition. Copyright: HunanTV.

The AI host Shaôpin unveils the result of the “emotional vote” of the 
studio audience at the end of the episode. Copyright: HunanTV.

After showcasing their creations, the two scientists deliver a highly visual 
“keynote” about what the future may bring. Copyright: HunanTV.
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Chinese dating

First shown on Hunan TV in February 17

Dating is huge and coveted in China: If You Are the One on 
Jiangsu TV is the longest running brand. Demand and 
competition are high.  

Parents, especially mums, have traditionally their say in the
choice of a partner in China.

A hit of the year was a local adaptation of the ITV Studios 
format Meet my Parents on Dragon TV, hosted by a famous 
transgender presenter, who was replaced in season two…

Just for you (Hunan Satellite Channel) is a blind dating game. 3 
single girls are introduced to a single man by their friends then 
their parents. The bachelor awards them roses and eventually 
chooses his preferred one, whom he sees only at the end. 

Title #3: Just For You
Broadcaster: Hunan TV

Friends and parents are on the set. Copyright: Hunan TV.

Finally, a couple is matched. Copyright: Hunan TV.3 single girls (or boys). Copyright: Hunan TV. 10



Also in the Chinese dating genre

Title #4: Mum Mate Computer Date
Broadcaster: Shenzhen TV

Copyright: Shenzhen TV.

First shown on Shenzhen TV in November 17 

Co-developed by Syco Entertainment and Canxing/StarMedia

 AI meets Chinese Dating!

 A singleton chooses one partner based on the advices of a 
jury made of his mum, his friends and a machine providing 
big data  analysis.

 Matches the recent Western craze of “scientific” 
matchmaking formats (Married at First Sight…) 
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Also in the Chinese dating genre

Copyright: Shenzhen TV.

The mum The friends

The computer

Title #4: Mum Mate Computer Date
Broadcaster: Shenzhen TV
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Also in the Chinese dating genre

Blind tests. Copyright: Shenzhen TV.

3 contestants. Copyright: Shenzhen TV.

 3 hidden contestants

 Fun blind tests

 They finally meet!

And finally… a couple is matched! Copyright: Shenzhen TV.

Title #4: Mum Mate Computer Date
Broadcaster: Shenzhen TV
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Chinese celebrities competing

First shown on Beijing TV in January 2017

 Comedians vs singers in comedy and singing battles. 

 The studio audience vote. 

 Another example of a number of Chinese entertainment 
shows with celebrities competing in outdoor or indoor crazy 
challenges… 

Title #5: Wow! My Song! 
Broadcaster: Beijing TV

Copyright: Beijing TV. 14



Chinese celebrities competing

 Comedians versus singers

 Fun singing and comedy games

 Studio audience vote

One of the contestants singing in a Mario Bros outift…  
Copyright: Beijing TV.

Two teams battle it out. Copyright: Beijing TV.

Voting machines. Copyright: Beijing TV.

Title #5: Wow! My Song! 
Broadcaster: Beijing TV
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Also among Chinese celebrities competing

First shown on Dragon TV in June 2017

 Six celebrities compete in outdoor physical challenges 
and in-studio performances to win the title of "Best 
Entertainer". 

 First, the celebrities go through three rounds of 
challenges to get three keywords. 

 They have to prepare a performance with those three 
keywords. The studio audience vote for their favorite 
contestant.

 In each episode, the celebrity who gets the least 
amount of votes is eliminated, and is replaced by a new 
celebrity.

Title #6: Who’s the King?
Broadcaster: Dragon TV

Part 1. Outdoor challenges.
Copyright: SMG Shanghai TV.

Celebrities gather
together before the in-

studio performance. 
Copyright: SMG 

Shanghai TV.

Part 2. Live performance (singing, 
DJing, comedy making…) and 

audience vote. Copyright: SMG 
Shanghai TV.
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Chinese funny family game shows

First shown on Jiangsu TV in July 2017 

 Everything is in the title : the star of the show is a tumbling sofa. 

 3 families answer questions. They have to answer before the 
sofa throws them down. 

 Visual, distinctive, effective and… repetitive ! 

. 

Title #7: Amazing Sofa
Broadcaster: Jiangsu TV

Copyright: JSTV.Copyright: JSTV.

Copyright: JSTV.
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Chinese talent shows with celebrities

Title #8: Idea Show
Broadcaster: Jiangsu TV

Copyright: Jiangsu TV.

First shown on Jiangsu TV in October 2017

 Duet with your idol : a favorite idea in South Korea and China

 2 famous singers choose from a group of ordinary contestants whom they 
would like to work with.
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Chinese talent shows with celebrities

Copyright: Jiangsu TV.

In the first round, each celebrity listens to three ordinary contestants 
singing a cover version of one of their songs. Each contestant only has 
up to one minute to sing (20 seconds to start with and 20 seconds each 
time a juror pushes his or her buzzer). 

Remaining time to sing

Each judge can give 20 seconds

Title #8: Idea Show
Broadcaster: Jiangsu TV
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Chinese talent shows with celebrities

Copyright: Jiangsu TV.

Five jurors sit aside and watch the performances, and can press 
a button to give a contestant 20 seconds more, but they can 
only do it twice. 

Title #8: Idea Show
Broadcaster: Jiangsu TV
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Chinese talent shows with celebrities

 After all contestants have performed, the celebrity singer 
chooses one of them to work together on another cover. 

 They then have 50 minutes to rehearse, and perform the 
new cover right after.

The clock is ticking before the final performance. Copyright: 
Jiangsu TV.

Who will be the winner ? Copyright: Jiangsu TV.

The celebrity singer (the woman) and the winner sing together. 
Copyright: Jiangsu TV.

Title #8: Idea Show
Broadcaster: Jiangsu TV
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Also among Chinese talent shows with celebrities

First shown on Hunan TV in January 2018

 Celebrities dub classic movie scenes: Lip Sync Battle meets Masked 
Singer!

 Four celebrities compete in dubbing classic movie scenes, and other 
fun “live dubbing” challenges.

 Celebrity guests in the studio have to guess the identity of the 
celebrities without seeing them.

 If the celebrity guests guess correctly, they can ask the celebrity to 
be their mentor for round 3, in which it will be their turn to dub a 
movie scene, together with the celebrities.

Title #9: The Sound
Broadcaster: Hunan TV

Guests in the studio trying to guess the “sound” of the celebrity voices. Copyright: Hunan TV.

4 contestants, 5 guests, 3 rounds,
a 500-person studio audience
vote.
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Chinese talent shows with celebrities

Round 3: celebrities perform together in costumes, in a final epic scene in 
the studio. Copyright: Hunan TV.

Round 1: one of the celebrities dubbing a cult scene. Copyright: Hunan TV.

The 500-person studio audience pick the winner. Copyright: Hunan TV.
Round 2: celebrities in creative dubbing challenges (e.g. Comment a 

ficticious news piece in a fake newscast, read the script without mistake). 

Title #9: The Sound
Broadcaster: Hunan TV
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And previously in the acting genre…

First shown on Zhejiang TV from October 2017

 Young actors reenact clips from classic movies judged by 3 
celebrity actors. 

 The 3 best actors then play with one of the judges. 

Title #10: Birth of an Actor
Broadcaster: Zhejiang TV

Copyright: Zhejiang TV
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Previously in the acting genre…

A-list cast of mentors includes Zhang Ziyi, who starred in the 
Oscar-winning kung fu epic “Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon”.

Copyright: Zhejiang TV

Title #10: Birth of an Actor
Broadcaster: Zhejiang TV
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About the Author

This report is brought to you by MIPTV-MIPCOM

MIPTV and MIPCOM are the world’s most important global
markets for the TV and digital media industry. They are the
key events for buying and selling, financing and distributing
programmes in all genres, on all platforms.
Together, every 6 months, they form the annual landmark
events of the entertainment calendar, attracting key industry
executives, thought-leaders and creative talent from the
entire content spectrum to negotiate deals, network and gain
insight.

MIPTV and MIPCOM respectively take place every April
and October in Cannes, France.

Our websites

http://feeds.feedburner.com/mipworld/ABNFhttp://twitter.com/mip

http://youtube.com/mipmarkets

http://facebook.com/mipmarkets http://linkd.in/mipmarkets

http://flickr.com/photos/mipmarkets

To download our MIPTV / MIPCOM app:

http://bit.ly/mymipapp

To follow us:

http://www.miptv.com http://www.mipcom.com

THE WIT

The Wit’s FreshTV is the trendspotter and trendsetter of international TV and digital content.

We provide producers, broadcasters, distributors, advertisers worldwide with the best information about the best
TV and digital content, projects, developments and programs. We do this via daily newsletters, reports, studies,
videos and 24/7 databases.

We help our subscribers decrypt and anticipate the market, innovate, get inspired and acquire the most exciting
IPs.

To know more, please contact thewit@thewit.com.
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